DARLINGTON SCHOOL TENNIS ACADEMY

Looking to take your game to the next level? Darlington School Tennis Academy develops the highest potential in every player by integrating a strong academic curriculum, state-of-the-art athletic facilities and professional instruction. The 10-month program is facilitated by the Rome Tennis Center at Berry College, the nation’s largest hardcourt facility and a United States Tennis Association Outstanding Facility of the Year in 2019. Rome Tennis Center’s staff of USPTA-certified coaches and performance training specialists have designed a program that ensures results in each player by focusing on performance, strategy, tactics, tennis psychology, footwork, conditioning, game plans and more.
Program Highlights

- The only tennis academy in Georgia with a boarding component
- Training five days a week at the Rome Tennis Center at Berry College, a 63-court facility comprised of USTA standard, asphalt tennis courts, including six NCAA regulation courts, three center courts for tournament and collegiate play; and an indoor, climate-controlled, six-court facility.
- Focus on individual needs and total game improvement
- PlaySight technology, which allows college coaches and parents to live stream matches
- Two Universal Tennis Rating (UTR) tournaments per month hosted at the Rome Tennis Center

Tennis Academy training fees and travel expenses are in addition to Darlington tuition.